
 ANITA’s breast prostheses and compensatory cups are made 
entirely from silicone, shaped by a polyurethane film. Both 
silicone and polyurethane are made from natural base materials. 
They are extremely skin-friendly and ensure a pleasant feeling 
of comfort. The ANITA breast forms closely resemble the natural 
breast in terms of softness and weight. 
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 Anita care breast forms are the perfect fit for Anita care special 
bras and swimwear. ANITA is the only manufacturer worldwi-
de to produce almost its entire range of products in its own 
factories; it makes sure that all Anita care articles can be 
combined, besides carrying out extensive quality checks. You 
can therefore rest assured that our products provide you with 
the best possible solutions.  

 Further information on ANITA swimwear and swim breast forms 
can be found here:  www.anita.com/carebeach

 Made in Germany and Austria

·   To conceal tissue loss in the breast region
· Volume can be individually adjusted
· Versatile use thanks to special forms
· Combination with microfibre backing keeps the skin 

pleasantly dry and ensures a high level of comfort
· Tapered edges allow a smooth transition to the skin 
·  Non-surgical solution for a natural silhouette 

 All ANITA breast prostheses are developed together with the 
women who wear them. They undergo rigorous testing and are 
manufactured by hand in our own factories in Upper Bavaria 
and East Tyrol. Each breast form is carefully checked and 
examined at the end of the manufacturing process. 

EMBRACE YOUR DIFFERENCES
 Silicone breast forms 

 Anita care prostheses and compensatory cups wonderfully 
balance out small differences in tissue volume. Full and partial 
compensatory cups reinstall symmetry in the silhouette. ANITA 
has the perfect solution here, giving women an all-round, fan-
tastic feeling of confidence. Silicone breast forms are available 
in all kinds of shapes; some can be combined with a back 
section that is filled as required to allow gentle correction of the 
breast that naturally conceals unevenness and offers a perfect 
fit. Tissue loss and asymmetry are therefore balanced out. 
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Anita cares.

www.anita.com/care
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S – SL* XS – XL* S – XXL*

one size
S – XXL*

1057X   1157X   1067X

1057X   1157X

 Multifunctional compensation breast form 
 can be used on both sides 
 minimum stock levels thanks to double sizes *

 Multifunctional compensation breast form 
 can be used on both sides 
 minimum stock levels thanks to double sizes *
 stronger breast form than 1057X 

 Silicone form with a tapered edge  
 for a smooth transition to the skin 

 Can be fi lled with medical fl eece as 
required and can therefore be adjusted
to preference; suitable for all uneven scar 
tissue, various levels of tissue loss and in 
the case of weight fl uctuation 

 Breathable microfi bre backing 
 allows the skin to breathe 

 Outstanding compensation of 
extremely uneven scar tissue and 
more volume in the lower section 
of the breast to balance out 
greater tissue loss 

 Can be fi lled as required with 
medical fl eece 

 Breathable microfi bre backing 

 can be used on both sides 
 minimum stock levels thanks to standard size 

 Thin silicone skin to help balance 
out less noticable tissue loss 

 Securely held in place against 
the skin thanks to a special fi lm 
with a gentle adhesive effect 

 The breast form tapers off to the 
edges for a natural transition to 
the skin 

 Can be fi lled as required with 
medical fl eece 

 Breathable microfi bre backing 

 Additional articles and information can be found at: 
www.anita.com/breastcare

 Ribbed back keeps the skin cool 

 Lighter (up to 20%) than standard 
silicone; pleasant feeling of comfort, 
especially in the larger sizes 

 Full lower breast section for improved 
compensation in areas of greater 
tissue loss 

 Reduced contact with the skin makes the 
breast form ideal for lower cut bras 

 with pockets 

 with pockets and as a seamless model 

 Also available as full breast form 1066X. 
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 can be used on both sides 
 minimum stock levels thanks to double sizes *

  can be used on both sides 
 minimum stock levels thanks to double sizes *NEW

NEW

** XS S M L XL XXL SL

EUR 50/55 60/65 70/75 80/85 90/95 100/105 110/115

INT 00/0 1/2 3/4 5/6 7/8 9/10 11/12

France 65/70 75/80 85/90 95/100 105/110 115/120 125/130
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Equitex
1057X

VOLUME 1157X

Equitex

1046X

Sequitex

Sequitex
TRAPEZ 1045X

LITESHELL 1067X

Velvety

1067X

Style Orely 5782X

Style Lotta 5769X Style Lynn 5768X

Style Dalia 5751X
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